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Elite Aviation Products Announces Partnership with
DMG Mori Ellison Technologies
Costa Mesa, California June 18, 2014 – Elite Aviation Products (EAP), a rapidly growing and
cutting-edge aerospace manufacturing firm based in Irvine, California is proud to announce their official
partnership with DMG MORI Ellison Technologies.
DMG MORI Ellison Technologies is a top-tier provider of advanced machining solutions with over 60
years of industry experience and annual sales of over $800 million. This mutually beneficial relationship
will allow Elite Aviation Products to meet the rapidly growing demands of the aerospace industry. In a
letter to EAP regarding this newfound partnership, DMG MORI Ellison Technologies stated:
“It is inspiring to be working with such a progressive and ambitious company entering the marketplace,
with stringent goals of education and staff development, customer satisfaction, high quality, and
efficiently produced parts, supported by a modern and highly dynamic management team… We are
enthusiastically looking forward to partnering with Elite, as we know that scrutiny and diligence is put
into every aspect of the business, constantly looking to improve and setting new goals; key qualities that
resonate with DMG MORI Ellison Technologies and make this synergistic alliance that much more
prosperous.”
By embracing the latest cutting edge technologies and engineering solutions, through their partnership
with of DMG MORI Ellison Technologies, Elite Aviation Products continues to redefine OEMs’
expectations of aerospace part suppliers. EAP provides not only exceptional customer service, lead times,
and quality, but also acts as an all-encompassing solutions provider and strategic partner. With Boeing
forecasting a long-term demand for 35,280 new aircraft valued at over $4.8 trillion, Elite Aviation
Products’ fresh take on manufacturing is paramount to this booming sector.

About Elite Aviation Products EAP is an advanced design, engineering, and manufacturing

company within the aerospace industry. Elite represents a consortium of talented professionals who are
passionately committed to providing the highest level of customer service and quality, while delivering
cost-competitive supply availability solutions. EAP was formed by senior aviation officials who, tired of
their expectations not being met, set out on a campaign for change; challenging conventionality in the
marketplace and driving customer-centric part supply strategies. Elite is a proud contributor to the
reshoring initiatives, focused on bringing manufacturing back to the United States. EAP’s focus on its core
values and commitment to excellence has made the company an attractive, competitive standout to
consumers and investors alike. For more information, please call us at (949)783-7067 or visit
us online at www.EliteAviationProducts.com
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